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Preface
After the successful international workshops on termination held in St. Andrews
(1993), La Bresse (1995), Ede (1997), and Dagstuhl (1999) a fth workshop was
held in Utrecht, on the campus of Universiteit Utrecht, in conjunction with the
Twelfth International Conference on Rewriting Techniques and Applications
(RTA 2001) and the Fourth International Workshop on Explicit Substitutions:
Theory and Applications to Programs and Proofs (WESTAPP 2001).
This series of workshops delves into all aspects of termination of processes.
Though, the halting of computer programs, for example, is undecidable, methods of establishing termination play a fundamental role in many applications
and the challenges are both practical and theoretical. From a practical point
of view, proving termination is a central problem in software development and
formal methods for termination analysis are essential for program veri cation.
From a theoretical point of view, termination is central in mathematical logic
and ordinal theory.
Areas of interest to this workshop, include, but are not limited to, the
following:
Well-quasi-order theory and ordinal notations
Ordinals and termination orderings
Fast and slow growing hierarchies
Strong normalization of lambda calculi
Termination of programs, of rewriting, and of logic programs
Hard termination problems and proofs
Termination methods for theorem provers and veri cation systems
Implementations and applications of termination methods
The program committee for the fth workshop consisted of
Nachum Dershowitz, Tel-Aviv (chair)
Danny De Schreye, Leuven
Jurgen Giesl, Aachen
Pierre Lescanne, Lyon
Albert Rubio, Barcelona
Stephen Simpson, Pennsylvania
Hans Zantema, Eindhoven
The local arrangements chair was Vincent van Oostrom. Sponsors of the
events included Centrum voor Wiskunde en Informatica, Instituut voor Programmatuurkunde en Algoritmiek, Department of Philosophy at Universiteit
Utrecht, International Federation for Information Processing, Leiden-Utrecht
Research Institute, University of Amsterdam Informatics Institute, and University of Tsukuba.
Nachum Dershowitz
Tel Aviv

Apparent Causality for Distributed Termination Detection
Farhad Arbab
email: farhad@cwi.nl
CWI, P.O. Box 94079, 1090 GB Amsterdam, The Netherlands
Termination detection in a system of distributed processes is a classical problem in distributed computing. Distributed Termination Detection (DTD) has been extensively studied in the past twenty years and
it is known to be a dicult problem to solve eciently, because it involves properties of the global state
of a distributed system. DTD is an especially important basic form of coordination. Appropriately general DTD algorithms can also be adapted for certain other coordination tasks in parallel and distributed
systems, such as barrier synchronization, consensus, etc.
Many DTD algorithms exist and a recent survey of 35 of them [1] introduces a taxonomy and identi es
8 di erent characteristics for their classi cation and evaluation. This survey concludes by remarking that
\[an] algorithm [with favorable ranking in all 8 dimensions,] if one exists, would be a huge development
in this eld." As dicult as DTD is in its classical setting, considerations for dynamicity and mobility
in a distributed system further complicate the DTD problem and render most existing DTD algorithms
non-applicable.
It is customary to assume that the only means of communication among the processes in a distributed
system is message passing. Furthermore, it is customary to distinguish between normal messages exchanged among the processes in a system, and the control messages required by a DTD algorithm. One
of the most interesting properties of a DTD algorithm is the maximum number of control messages it
requires to detect the termination of a (run of a) system in which a total of n normal messages are
exchanged. This measure is sometimes called the message complexity of a DTD algorithm. The message
complexity of reasonably general DTD algorithms for a system consisting of m processes exchanging
n normal messages is typically of the order of m  n. Furthermore, the average performance of such
algorithms is not signi cantly better than their worst case.
We introduce the notion of Apparent Causality as a relation among the messages in a system of
distributed processes, from which we derive the concepts of message histories and futures. Apparent
causality and message histories are inherently local properties which can be evaluated at the level of each
process, whereas message futures are inherently global system-level properties. Histories and futures of
messages are examples of histories and futures of more general observables in a distributed system. We
propose Back To The Future (BTTF) as a generic method for computing futures from histories, and use
this technique to construct three di erent symmetric algorithms:
1. BTTF Transitory Quiescence (BTTF-TQ) is a generic, ecient algorithm that leads a distributed
system to a state containing the distributed knowledge that there are no pending messages;
2. Yet Another Wave Algorithm (YAWA) uses the BTTF technique to implement a generic DTD wave
algorithm with certain interesting properties of its own; and
3. BTTF Wave is our main algorithm, which combines BTTF-TQ and YAWA to obtain a general
symmetric DTD algorithm that is equally suitable for classical settings as for dynamic systems of
distributed mobile processes.
A key concept that underlies all three algorithms is the fact that the real cost of communication in a
distributed computing system is essentially a function of the number of transmitted messages. In other
words, within \reasonable limits" sending a longer message costs the same as sending a shorter one.
Furthermore, the occasion that a message uses the full capacity allowed by those \reasonable limits" for
each transmission in a system is indeed very rare. Intuitively, our algorithms take advantage of this fact
to reduce the number of control messages they need. Our algorithms utilize the unused capacity that is

collectively provided by the transmission of all normal messages in a system to piggy-back and transmit
a good part of the control information they need to run.
Apparent causality is the key relation that creates this control information in terms of message histories.
The BTTF scheme ensures that message histories reach a select subset of message senders, who use this
information to reconstruct the futures of their respective messages. The signi cance of message futures is
in the fact that they reveal certain global properties of a distributed system. The BTTF-TQ algorithm
uses message futures to extract (partial) information about quiescence in a distributed system. The YAWA
algorithm uses message futures to determine the coverage of the rounds of its token waves. The BTTF
Wave algorithm uses message futures for both of these purposes in order to reduce the number of rounds
of token waves as compared with YAWA.
Messages A message has a unique identity and contains some information. A message is sent by a single
unique process (its producer or sender) to a single unique process (its target or receiver). The most important information contained in a message is its value, which is what the sender intends to communicate
to the receiver. A message may contain extra information in addition to its value. Speci cally, we require
each message to also carry its own identi er and (a part of) its own history.
The value of a message is either normal data or control data. Normal data is the set of all application
data values exchanged through messages. Messages that contain normal data as their values are called
normal messages. Control data is the set of values required by a DTD algorithm to be exchanged through
messages. Messages that contain control data as their values are called control messages. A distinguished
subset of control data is called token values and messages that contain such values are called tokens.
Apparent Causality Consider the externally observable behavior of a process, P , in a parallel or
distributed system. Every message has a unique sender and a unique receiver. We can observe that at
certain points in time P actually reads (i.e., consumes) one of the messages it has received, and we
can also see that at certain other points in time, P sends messages to one (single-cast) or more (multicast) processes in the system. Taking P as a black-box, there is no way for us to know what is the
true relationship between any of its input and output messages, or indeed if they are related at all.
Nevertheless, we can discern a certain apparent causal relationship among the input and output messages
of P , expressed in terms of a formal relation called Apparent Causal Precedence (ACP).
Intuitively, every time a process P produces a message mi , we associate a (possibly empty) set of
messages, mj ; j  0, that P has read during the period ending with the production of mi , as the
apparent causal precedents of mi . The decisions about the starting point of the relevant period and
exactly which mj messages read during this period are related to mi as its apparent causal precedents,
both depend on the type of mi . If mi is a token, then the period starts at the time when P sent its last
token, or the creation time of P . The messages that are related to mi , in this case, are all the token
messages read during this period. If mi is not a token message, then the period starts at the time when P
sent its last non-token message, the last time P became passive, or the creation time of P . The messages
that are related to mi , in this case, are all normal messages read during this period.
A message that has no apparent causal precedent is called an initial message. A message that is the
apparent causal precedent of only non-token control messages is called a nal message.
Causal Chains A sequence of messages mi , for i  1, such that mi  mi+1 , is called a causal chain (of
m1 ). A precondition for (proper) termination in a distributed system is that after a certain point in time,
no process sends a message. Thus, we are interested only in systems wherein all causal chains are nite.
A message can be the apparent causal precedent of more than one other message. Therefore, a single
message can be the head of more than one causal chain of messages. Because a causal chain cannot
contain a cycle, the set of all causal chains of all messages in a system forms a directed acyclic graph.
Histories Consider the set W of the maximal length causal chains of all messages in a run of a system
that end with a particular message, m. Other causal chains that end with m are shorter, are completely
overlapped by the longer chains in W , and contain only redundant information. The set of longest nonempty proper pre xes of chains in W is called the history of the message m. In other words, the history
of m consists of all non-empty chains that result from chopping m o the end of all chains in W . Observe
that (only) initial messages have empty histories and that every chain in the history of a message always
starts with an initial message.
A process that never produces an initial message is called a reactive process. A process that produces
one or more initial messages is called a pro-active process.
2

Futures Consider the set W of the maximal length causal chains of a particular message, m. Other
causal chains of m are shorter, are completely overlapped by the longer chains in W , and contain only
redundant information. The set of longest non-empty proper suxes of chains in W is called the future of
the message m. In other words, the future of m consists of all non-empty chains that result from chopping
m o the beginning of all chains in W . Observe every chain in the future of a message always ends with
a nal message.
Back To The Future The future of a message contains interesting global information for DTD. For
instance, information about the possibility of pending messages and the coverage of a token wave can
be extracted from message futures. Because the futures of the messages of reactive processes are totally
subsumed by the futures of the messages of pro-active processes, a DTD algorithm needs to be concerned
only with pro-active processes. Furthermore, because the futures of initial messages subsume the futures
of non-initial messages, a DTD algorithm needs to be concerned with the futures of initial messages only.
While apparent causality is a local property and message histories can be computed incrementally and
locally, the futures of initial messages are not readily available to their senders. Back To The Future is a
simple scheme through which the future of an initial message can be derived from the histories of other
messages. This scheme works by ensuring that every chain in the future of an initial message ends with
a (control) message (if necessary) sent to the sender of that initial message.
Reconstruction of the Future The future of a message is represented as a tree. As the relevant chains
in the histories of other messages become available to the sender of an initial message, it dynamically
reconstructs the tree representation of the future of that initial message by grafting those chains onto this
tree. Trees that represent complete futures are easily recognizable in this scheme. When no pro-active
process has an incomplete future tree, there can be no pending messages in the system. When the future
tree of an initial token is complete, the token wave initiated by that token has covered all reachable
processes and its round is complete.
Implementation and Analysis The implementation of the above-mentioned three algorithms provides
an library of interface functions for the computation layer of a distributed application. The primary
functions in this library support (multi-cast) send and receive operations for inter-process communication.
All aspects of the DTD protocol are transparently handled by these high-level functions which isolate the
application code from the details of the DTD algorithm.
The BTTF-TQ algorithm is best regarded as a more control-message-ecient replacement for the
commonly used explicit acknowledgment scheme. In fact, in a distributed system where n messages are
exchanged asynchronously and their order is not preserved, reaching a state wherein (transient) quiescence
is detectable requires n control messages in the worst case. In the same setup, BTTF-TQ is an optimal
n
algorithm that requires only nc control messages, where 0  nc  fl  n; 0 < fl  1; log f  log
l,1 , f is
the average frequency of a message in history chains, and l is the average length of a history chain in a
nal message.
While not intended as a general DTD algorithm, in some special cases (that are not so uncommon in
practice) BTTF-TQ is sucient to detect termination. In these special cases, the message complexity of
BTTF-TQ is dramatically superior to other DTD algorithms.
Because the YAWA algorithm relies only on reconstructed (token) message futures to determine the
progression of its rounds of token waves, it is independent of any assumptions about the topology of a
distributed system. Speci cally, this topology can even undergo drastic dynamic changes (e.g., due to
mobility) without a ecting the execution of YAWA.
The BTTF Wave algorithm ranks quite favorably in the characterization scheme of [1]. Furthermore,
it is generic and is suitable for dynamic and mobile systems at no extra cost. The message complexity of
this algorithm is nc  fl  n + 2  nr , where f and l are as above and nr is the number of wave rounds,
which in the worst case, is of the order of m2 for a system of m processes.
1
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There is an increasing use of higher-order rewrite rules in many programming
languages and logical systems. As in the rst-order case, termination is a fundamental property of most applications of higher-order rewriting. Thus, there
exists a need to develop for the higher-order case the kind of semi-automated
termination proof techniques that are available for the rst-order case.
There have been several attempts at designing methods for proving strong
normalization of higher-order rewrite rules based on ordering comparisons. Recently, in [JR99], Dershowitz's recursive path ordering has been extended to a
higher-order setting by de ning a higher-order recursive path ordering (HORPO)
on terms of a typed lambda-calculus generated by a signature of polymorphic
higher-order function symbols. This ordering is powerful enough to deal with
many non-trivial examples and can be automated. HORPO is the rst method
which operates on arbitrary higher-order terms, therefore applying to higherorder rewriting based on plain pattern matching, where -reduction is considered
as any other rewrite rule. Furthermore, HORPO can operate as well on terms in
-long -normal form, and hence it provides as well a method for provig strong
normalization of higher-order rewriting \a la Nipkow", based on higher-order
pattern matching modulo .
However, HORPO inherits the same weaknesses that RPO has in the rstorder case. RPO is a simpli cation ordering (a monotonic ordering including
the subterm relation), which extends a precedence on function symbols to an
ordering on terms. It is simple and easy to use, but unfortunately, it turns
out, in many cases, to be a weak termination proving tool. First, there are
many term rewrite systems (TRSs) that are terminating but are not contained
in any simpli cation ordering, i.e. they are not simply terminating. Second, in
many cases the head symbol does not provide enough information to prove the
termination of the TRS. Therefore, since HORPO follows the same structure
and the same use of a precedence as in RPO (in fact, it reduces to RPO when
restricted to rst-order case), it is easy to expect that similar weaknesses will
appear when proving termination of higher-order rewriting.
To avoid this weakness, in the rst-order case, many di erent so-called transformation methods have been developed. By transforming the TRS into a set of
ordering constraints, the Arts and Giesl's dependency pair method has become a
successful general technique for proving termination of (non-simply terminating)
TRSs.

As an alternative to transformation methods, more powerful term orderings,
like Kamin and Levy's semantic path ordering (SPO), can be used. SPO generalizes RPO by replacing the precedence on function symbols by any (well-founded)
underlying (quasi-)ordering involving the whole term and not only its head symbol. Although the simplicity of the presentation is kept, this makes the ordering
much more powerful. Unfortunately, SPO is not so useful in practice, since, although it is well-founded, it is not, in general, monotonic. Hence, in order to
ensure termination, apart from checking that the rules of the rewrite system are
included in the ordering, in addition the monotonicity for contexts of the rewrite
rules has to be proved.
In a recent work [BFR00], a monotonic version of SPO, called MSPO, has
been presented. MSPO overcomes the weaknesses of RPO, is automatable and
it is shown to generalize other existing transformation methods.
Due to the fact that RPO and SPO share the same \path ordering nature",
our aim is to obtain for SPO and MSPO the same kind of extensions to the
higher-order case as it was done for RPO.
In this work we introduce the higher-order semantic path order (HOSPO),
which generalizes HORPO by replacing the precedence on algebraic function
symbols by any underlying (quasi-)ordering on higher-order terms. Then a monotonic version of HOSPO, called MHOSPO, is obtained, which provides, a powerful method for proving termination of higher-order rewriting. The ingredients
for MHOSPO are still (quasi-)ordering on higher-order terms, but to ensure that
MHOSPO is adequate to prove termination (i.e. it is a higher-order reduction
ordering) several properties on these quasi-orderings have to be required. In order to make MHOSPO useful in practice, and even make it automatable, we
have analyzed possible cadidates for these ingredients. To illustrate the power of
the resulting method several non-trivial examples, which cannot be proved by
any HORPO, are shown to be terminating.
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Pattern calculi [2, 3] were proposed as a theoretical modelization of programming languages with function de nitions by cases using pattern matching such
as CAML [1], Haskell [6], ML [7], etc.
In this paper we study strong normalization of a new pattern calculus called
P . The main di erences between terms of P and those of classical -calculus
are:
 The construction x:M of the -calculus is replaced by P:M where P is

a pattern which belongs to a given grammar including a notion of choice
between two di erent patterns to denote patterns of sum types. Thus for
example one can write terms such as A = (nil j cons(h; t)):[nilj t] which
denotes a function which takes a list and returns another list: when the
argument is an empty list nil then the function A returns an empty list
nil, and when A is applied to a non-empty list cons(h; t), it returns the
tail t of this list cons(h; t).

 A set of variables (called choice variables) dealing with the notion of choice

between two patterns is added. For example, the variable  of the previous
example A belongs to this new set.

The main di erences between the pattern calculi in [2, 3] and P are:
 P treats explicitly both pattern matching and substitutions (including

substitutions generated by the choice of patterns).

 Our grammar is much more in the classical lambda calculus style.
 A system of substitution with concatenation (such as the one used in

 [4]) is introduced to preserve con uence.

The calculus P is weak (i.e. substitutions can not cross lambdas [5]) and is a
typed calculus which veri es subject reduction and con uence.
The P calculus can be seen as a generalization of the well-known weak 
calculus (but in named notation) denoted here w . For this reason we rst
1

give a proof of strong normalization for w , which is then extended to deal
with patterns, thus obtaining a proof of strong normalization for P .
The proof for w is inspired by the proof of termination of Ritter [8] which is
based on the reducibility technique and which can be summarized as follows:
We rst de ne a congruence  on the w term. We then de ne a reduction
relation, denoted ! , on the quotient of the set of terms. We then prove that
the relation ! is strong normalizing as follows:
1. We de ne reducible terms and reducible substitutions for a given environment.
2. We prove that if a term or a substitution is reducible in an environment
then it is ! -strong normalizing.
3. We prove that every term or substitution which is typable in an environment is also reducible.
Finally, we show by a technical Lemma that strong normalization of ! implies
strong normalization of w .
We extend the proof of strong normalization for w to P using the same
ideas. We rede ne the previous notions in the new context of both pattern and
multiple sorts of variables (usual and choice variables). This proof is much more
technical that the w but follows the same scheme than the one for w .
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Decidability of Termination of Certain
One-Rule String Rewriting Systems
Extended Abstract
Alfons GESER
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Despite its simple appearance, the termination problem of single string
rewriting rules (given a string rewriting rule ` ! r, do all ` ! r derivations
terminate?) is neither known solvable nor known unsolvable. This is so even
in the case of rules ` ! r where ` has no self-overlap. The rst promising
approach for decidability has been introduced by McNaughton.
First one determines the sets A = OVL(`; r) and B = OVL(r; `) of left
and right overlaps, respectively, between ` and r. For any 2 A let ` and
r be de ned by ` = ` and r = r . Symmetrically one de nes strings
` and r for every 2 B . Now the absence of certain rewrite steps can be
expressed by the absence of certain patterns of decompositions of ` and r.
For instance r = ` 1 : : : ` n w` 1 : : : ` m is a decomposition which indicates
that r may be consumed, up to a trunk w, by n + 1 rewriting steps at the
left and m + 1 rewriting steps to the right.
McNaughton and later Kobayashi et al. distinguish ascending levels of
complication that may be encountered during rewriting:
well-behaved ( gentle ( tame ( arbitrary one-rule SRS
This work has been carried out at the Arbeitsbereich Symbolisches Rechnen, University of Tubingen. Partially supported by grant Ku 966/3-1 of the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG) within the Schwerpunkt Deduktion at the University of Tubingen.
Current address: ICASE, Mail Stop 132C, NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, VA
23681. E-mail: geser@icase.edu Phone: +1 757 864-8003.
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In a well-behaved rewriting derivation, any occurrence of the right hand side
r of the rule cannot be totally consumed by rewriting steps. In other words,
the trunk w cannot occur in a rewrite redex. Consequently the domains of
rewriting within a string are separated by \dead" strings. Using this property
McNaughton solved the termination problem in the class of well-behaved
rules (even for the overlapping case).
For the next level in the hierarchy, gentle rules, there is as yet no decision procedure. In a gentle derivation, r may indeed by consumed, but in a
strongly restricted way. First a left portion and a right portion of r is consumed, which leaves a trunk w. Then a rewrite step applies to the occurrence
` = 0w 0 of ` where 0 2 A and 0 2 B . This slight change accounts for a
substantial complication.
Kobayashi et al. introduce a translation from non-overlapping gentle rules
into di erent string rewriting systems with the aim that (non-)termination
of the latter is easier to prove.
We present a decidability result for non-overlapping, gentle rules with one
left overlap and only regular right overlaps. Regular right overlaps means
that the set of right overlaps is of the form B = f (v )j,1 j 1  j  ng for
some nonempty string , string v, and n  1.
We prove that every such rule is either left or right barren, or is wellbehaved (in which cases termination is known to be decidable), or it has one
of ve forms that can e ectively be checked. For each of the ve forms we
apply Kobayashi et al.'s transformation. Each of the ve resulting string
rewriting systems is either proven terminating by a recursive path order or
proven non-terminating by a loop argument.
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The reducibility method is a generally accepted way for proving the strong normalization property of various type systems. The substantial idea of the reducibility method is to interpret types
by suitable sets of lambda terms which satisfy certain realizability properties and then to develop
semantics in order to obtain the soundness of the type assignment. A consequence of soundness,
the fact that every term typeable by a type in the type system belongs to the interpretations of
that type, leads to the fact that terms typeable in the type system satisfy the required property,
since the type interpretations are built up in that way.
This method was introduced by Tait for proving the strong normalization property for the
simply typed lambda calculus and further developed by Girard and Tait for proving the strong
normalization property for polymorphic lambda calculus.
This method is also refered to as the logical relations and it is discussed by Mitchell that apart
from the strong normalization this method can be used for the proof of the con uence of (ChurchRosser property) and other basic results of the simply typed lambda calculus. The original proof
of the Church-Rosser property of the simply typed lambda calculus using logical relations and the
reducibility method is due to Statman and Koletsos.
The reducibility method is applied by Krivine and later by Ghilezan in order to characterize all
and only the strongly normalizing lambda terms in lambda calculus with intersection types. The
reducibility method is also used by Gallier for characterizing some special classes of lambda terms
such as strongly normalizing terms, normalizing terms, head normalizing terms, and weak head
normalizing terms by their typeability in the intersection type systems. Dezani et al. applied this
method for characterizing both the mentioned terms and their persistent versions.
This work presents the reducibility method as a general framework for proving reduction properties of simply typed lambda terms and lambda terms typeable by intersection types. We distinguish
two di erent kinds of type interpretation with respect to a given set P  . and two di erent types
of conditions which the given set P   has to satisfy. By combining di erent type interpretations
with di erent conditions on P   we build up semantics and prove soundness in both cases.
The method with weaker conditions on P and the corresponding stronger type interpretation leads
to uniform proofs of the con uence of -reduction on typed lambda terms, the standardization
property, and the unique ( -)normal form property of typed lambda terms. The method with
stronger conditions on P and the corresponding type interpretation leads to uniform proofs of the
concluence of -reduction on typed lambda terms, the unique normal -form property, the ter1

mination of the leftmost reduction, and some other properties of typed lambda terms. The strong
normalization of typed lambda terms can be proved by both combinations.
Lambda term, types and type systems are de ned in the following way.

De nition 1



The set  of lambda terms is de ned by the following abstract syntax.



var



= var j  j var:
= x j var
0

The set type of types is de ned as follows.

= atom j type ! type j type \ type
=
j atom

type
atom

0

 ` P : ' is derivable in \, if ` P : ' can be generated by the following axiom-scheme
and rules.

; x :  ` x :  (ax)
` M :  !  ` N :  (! E )
;x :  ` M : 
` MN : 
` (x:M ) :  !  (! I )
`M :\
` M :  ` M :  (\I )
` M :  ` M :  (\E )
`M :\

The simply typed lambda caluclus  ! is generated by (ax), (! E ), and (! I ).
In order to develop the reducibility method we consider  as the applicative structure whose
domain are the lambda terms and where the application is just the application of terms. Let us
de ne the interpretation of types with respect to a xed subset P   in the following way.

De nition 2 Let P  . The map [ ] : type ! 2 is de ned by:
P

(I 1) [ ] P = P ,

is an atom;

(I 2) [  \  ] P = [  ] P

\ [ ] ;
(I 3) [  !  ] = [  ] ! [  ] = fM j 8N 2 [  ]
(I 3+ ) [  !  ] = ([[ ] ! [  ] ) \ P .
P

P

P

P

P

P

P

MN

2 [ ] g;
P

P

The type interpretation de ned by (I 1); (I 2) and (I 3) will be denoted by [ ] , whereas the
type interpretation de ned by (I 1); (I 2) and (I 3+) will be denoted by [ ] and called the strong
interpretation.
Let us further de ne the valuation of terms [ ]  :  !  and the semantic satis ability
relations j= and j= which connects the type interpretations and the term valuations as follows.
P

P

De nition 3 Let [ ] ( ) : type ! 2 be the (strong) type interpretation for a given
let  : var !  be a valuation of term variables in . Then
P

1. [ ]  :  !  is de ned by
[ M ]  = M [x1 := (x1 ); : : : ; xn := (xn )], where FV(M ) = fx1 ; : : : ; xn g;

2.  j=(P ) M : '
3.  j=(P )
4.

i

j=( ) M : 
P

i

[ M ]  2 [ '] ( P );

(8(x : ') 2 )  j=( ) x : ';
i
(8 j=( ) )  j=( ) M : .
P

P

P

Let us consider the following conditions on P  .
2

P   and

De nition 4 Let P   be given. Then we de ne:
(P 1) (8' 2 type) var  [ '] ;
(P 2) (8' 2 type) (8N 2 P ) M [x := N ] 2 [ '] ) (x:M )N 2 [ '] ;
(P 3) M 2 P ) x:M 2 P ;
(P 3+ ) Mx 2 P ) M 2 P .
Now we can prove the following realizability property, which is refered to as the soundness or
the adequacy.
Proposition 5 (Soundness)
(i) If P   satis es (P 1), (P 2), and (P 3+ ), then ` Q : ' ) j= Q : ':
(ii) If P   satis es (P 1), (P 2), and (P 3), then ` Q : ' ) j= Q : ':
An immediate consequence of soundness is the following statement.
Proposition 6 (i) Let P satisfy (P 1), (P 2) and (P 3+). Then ` M : ' ) M 2 P :
(ii) Let P satisfy (P 1), (P 2) and (P 3). Then ` M : ' ) M 2 P :
In order to prove that for a given P   the properties (P 1) and (P 2) hold, we proceed by
induction on the construction of a type, but then we need stronger induction hypotheses which
are easier to prove. These stronger conditions actually unify the conditions for saturated and P saturated sets which are considered in reducibility methods by Krivine, Barendregt, Gallier, and
Koletsos and Stavrinos.
De nition 7 Let P , X   be given. Then
(i) P VAR(X ) means (8x 2 var) (8n  0) (8M1 ; : : : ; Mn 2 P ) xM1 : : : Mn 2 X:
(ii) P SAT(X ) means (8M; N 2 P ) (8n  0) (8M1 ; : : : ; Mn 2 P ) M [x := N ]M1 : : : Mn 2 X )
(x:M )NM1 : : : Mn 2 X:
We prove that P VAR(P ) ) (P 1) and P SAT(P ) ) (P 2).
The following statement presents the general reducibility method which will be applied in order
to prove various reduction properties of the lambda terms typeable in \ and  !.
Proposition 8 (i) Let P   be such that P VAR(P ), P SAT(P ) and (P 3+) hold. Then
` M : ' ) M 2 P:
(ii) Let P   be such that P VAR(P ), P SAT(P ) and (P 3) hold. Then ` M : ' ) M 2 P :
Proposition 8 (i) is applicable when P is:
P = CE = fM 2  j -reduction is con uent on M g,
P = UE = fM 2  j M has a unique -normal formg,
P = N = fM 2  j M is normalizingg,
P = L = fM 2  j the leftmost reduction of M terminatesg.
Proposition 8 (ii) is applicable when P is:
P = C = fM 2  j -reduction is con uent on M g,
P = U = fM 2  j M has a unique ( -)normal formg,
P = ST = fM j every reduction of M can be done in a standard wayg.
Both Proposition 8 (i) and (ii) can be applied in case that P = SN = fM 2  j M is strongly
normalizingg.
P
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We evaluate and compare three recent transformational techniques for automated
termination proofs of term rewrite systems, viz. the dependency pair technique of
Arts and Giesl [1{3], the dummy elimination method of Ferreira and Zantema [5],
and the argument ltering transformation of Kusakari, Nakamura, and Toyama [11].
Traditional methods to prove termination of term rewrite systems are based on
simpli cation orders [4, 13]. However, the restriction to simpli cation orders represents
a signi cant limitation on the class of rewrite systems that can be proved terminating. Indeed, there are numerous important and interesting rewrite systems which are
not simply terminating, i.e., their termination cannot be proved by simpli cation orders. Transformation methods aim to prove termination by transforming a given term
rewrite system into a term rewrite system whose termination is easier to prove. The
success of such methods has been measured by how well they transform non-simply
terminating rewrite systems into simply terminating rewrite systems, since simply
terminating systems were the only ones where termination could be established automatically.
In recent years, the dependency pair technique of Arts and Giesl [1{3] emerged
as the most powerful automatic method for proving termination of rewrite systems.
For any given rewrite system, this technique generates a set of constraints which may
then be solved by standard simpli cation orders. In this way, the power of traditional
termination proving methods has been increased signi cantly, i.e., the class of systems
where termination is provable mechanically by the dependency pair technique is much
larger than the class of simply terminating systems. In light of this development, it
is no longer suÆcient to base the claim that a particular transformation method is
successful on the fact that it may transform non-simply terminating rewrite systems
into simply terminating ones. We compare two transformation methods, dummy elimination [5] and the argument ltering transformation [11], with the dependency pair
technique. With respect to dummy elimination we obtain the following results:

(1) If dummy elimination transforms a given rewrite system R into a simply terminating rewrite system R0 , then the termination of R can also be proved by the
most basic version of the dependency pair technique.
(2) If dummy elimination transforms a given rewrite system R into a DP simply
terminating rewrite system R0 , i.e., the termination of R0 can be proved by a
simpli cation order in combination with the dependency pair technique, then R
is also DP simply terminating.
These results are constructive in the sense that the constructions in the proofs are
solely based on the termination proof of R0 . This shows that proving termination

of R directly by dependency pairs is never more diÆcult than proving termination
of R via dummy elimination. The second result states that dummy elimination is
useless as a preprocessing step to the dependency pair technique. Not surprisingly,
the reverse statements do not hold. In other words, as far as automatic termination
proofs are concerned, dummy elimination is no longer needed. (One should however
remark that this observation only holds for ordinary term rewriting. There are also
interesting extensions of both dummy elimination and dependency pairs to rewriting
modulo equations (see [6, 7] and [9, 10, 12], respectively) and it remains to be seen
how these extensions are related.)
The recent argument ltering transformation of Kusakari, Nakamura, and Toyama
[11] can be viewed as an improvement of dummy elimination by incorporating ideas
of the dependency pair technique. We show that the rst result (1) above also holds
for the argument ltering transformation. The second result (2) does not extend in its
full generality, but we show that under a suitable restriction on the argument ltering
applied in the transformation of R to R0 , DP simple termination of R0 also implies
DP simple termination of R. For further details the reader is referred to [8].
Jurgen Giesl was partially supported by the DFG under grant
GI 274/4-1 and by the JSPS under grant S-00236. Aart Middeldorp is partially supported
by the Grant-in-Aid for Scienti c Research C(2) 11680338 of the Ministry of Education,
Science, Sports and Culture of Japan.
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Extended Abstract
There are many known approaches, methods and techniques to tackle termination proofs of rewrite systems. One of the less frequently used (abstract)
approaches is to systematically investigate which knowledge can be used a priori to simplify the given termination proof task (before actually trying to prove
termination) without sacri cing, of course, the essential logical and operational
properties of the rewrite system under consideration. To this end, there exist
at least two di erent approaches:1
(1) Using known general / abstract / structural results that reduce termination of a given system to a simpler termination property of (subsystems
of) the same system.
(2) Transformational techniques that reduce termination of a given system to
termination of a transformed (usually simpler) one.
These two abstract approaches as well as combinations thereof are particularly
useful in the sense that one may use them as optional preprocessing steps that
simplify the given termination proof tasks, and potentially render certain problems tractable that would have been intractable with the used underlying termination proof approach (e.g., using some class of precedence-based reduction
orderings like rpos, recursive path ordering with status).
In previous works we had already obtained various results of type (1), including in particular several criteria which guarantee the equivalence of (general)
termination and weakened termination properties like innermost or weak termination, cf. e.g. [5, 7, 6]. The underlying abstract and structural results2 of [5, 7]
 email: gramlich@logic.at

www: http://www.logic.at/staff/gramlich/
the whole eld of (non-)modularity analysis of termination properties of rewrite
systems could explicitly be mentioned here, too. In fact, it is subsumed by (1).
2 It seems that the rst signi cant results of type (1) date back to A. Church [3] and
M.H.A. Newman [12].
1 Of course,

1

have turned out to be very powerful and useful, also in other contexts (cf. e.g.
[10], [4], [1, 2], [11]).
Partially based on these results, more recent results along the line of (2)
are presented in [9, 8]. These latter results provide the theoretical basis for
sound (and automatic) preprocessing steps when proving termination (semicompleteness) of (orthogonal) non-overlapping rewrite systems and equational
programs de ned by such systems. Here, soundness means that the relevant
logical and operational properties are preserved.
In this paper we investigate to what extent and how (some of) the above mentioned results of [5, 6, 7, 9] can be extended and generalized. In particular we
focus on the following extensions / generalizations:
 Regarding the criteria for equivalence of termination and innermost (weak)

termination in [5, 7, 6], we study the conditional case, i.e., consider 2CTRSs and also the more general { and practically very important { case
of 3-CTRSs (cf. e.g. [13],[14]) in which extra variables are allowed not only
in conditions, but also in right-hand sides.

 Concerning the transformational approach of [9], where certain simpli ca-

tions of right-hand sides and conditions were allowed, we show how to relax
the conditions for simplifying right-hand sides, and moreover, instead of
only 2-CTRSs we also consider 3-CTRSs.

In the talk we shall concentrate on the most signi cant progress made in the
directions sketched above, as well as on substantial diÆculties encountered.
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String rewrite rules with an arbitrary number of premises have been studied by
Post [7], and he has shown that any recursively enumerable language can be generated by such a Post system. Later Buchi proved that a syntactically restricted
class of one-premise Post systems that corresponds to pre x string rewrite systems generates only regular languages [2], see also [3]. This fundamental result
was then extended in various directions.
That it also holds for pre x string rules with an arbitrary number of premises
was conjectured by Buchi [2] and later con rmed by Buchi and Hosken [4] and
independently by Kratko [6], cf [3]. The natural extension of Buchi's result from
strings to trees was considered by Brainerd [1]; he proved that one-premise
ground term rewrite systems can only generate regular tree languages.
In this talk, I treat multiple premise ground term rewrite systems. It is shown
that also this rather general class (e ectively) preserves regularity of tree languages. The proof, however, is not based on Buchi's technique but uses a generalization of Engelfriet's derivation trees [5]. This result is then used to obtain
decidability of termination and weak termination for multiple premise ground
term rewrite systems.
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Rewrite rules are increasingly used in programming languages and logical
systems, with two main goals: de ning functions by pattern matching; describing rule-based decision procedures. The use of rules in logical systems is
subjected to three main meta-theoretic properties : subject reduction, local conuence, and strong normalization. The rst two are usually easy. The last one
is dicult, requiring the use of sophisticated proof techniques based, for example, on Tait and Girard's reducibility predicate technique. Our ambition is to
remedy this situation by developping for the higher-order case the kind of semiautomated termination proof techniques that are available for the rst-order
case, of which the most popular one is Dershowitz's recursive path ordering.
Our contribution to this program is a reduction ordering for typed higherorder terms following a typing discipline including ML-like polymorphism and
sort constructors, which conservatively extends -reductions for higher-order
terms on the one hand, and on the other hand Dershowitz's recursive path
ordering for rst-order unisorted terms. In the latter, the precedence rule allows
to decrease from the term s = f (s1 ; : : : ; s ) to the term g(t1 ; : : : ; t ), provided
that (i) f is bigger than g in the given precedence on function symbols, and (ii)
s is bigger than every t . For typing reasons, in our ordering the latter condition
becomes: (ii) for every t , either s is bigger than t or some s is bigger than or
equal to t . Indeed, we can instead allow t to be obtained from the subterms
of s by computability preserving operations. Here, computability refers to Tait
and Girard's strong normalization proof technique which we have used to show
that our ordering is well-founded.
In a preliminary version of this work presented at the Federated Logic Conference in Trento, our ordering could only compare terms of equal types (after
n

n

i

i

i

i

j

i

 This work was partly supported by the RNRT project CALIFE and the CICYT project
HEMOSS ref. TIC98-0949-C02-01.

identifying sorts such as Nat or List). In the present version, our ordering is
capable of ordering terms of decreasing types, the ordering on types being simply
a slightly weakened form of Dershowitz's recursive path ordering. This yields a
very elegant presentation of the whole machinery by integrating both orderings
into a single one operating on terms and types as well. This presentation should
in turn be considered as the key missing stone on the way towards the de nition
of a recursive path ordering for dependent type calculi.
Several other improvements have been made to the preliminar version, which
allow to prove a great variety of practical examples. To hint at the strength of
our ordering, let us mention that the polymorphic version of Godel's recursor for
the natural numbers is easily oriented. And indeed, our ordering is polymorphic
in the sense that a single comparison allows to prove the termination property
of all monomorphic instances of a polymorphic rewrite rule. Many non-trivial
examples can be carried out which examplify the expressive power of these
orderings.
In the litterature, one can nd several attempts at designing methods for
proving strong normalization of higher-order rewrite rules based on ordering
comparisons. These orderings are either quite weak, or need an important user
interaction. Besides, they operate on terms in -long -normal form, hence
apply only to the higher-order rewriting \a la Nipkow", based on higher-order
pattern matching modulo . To our knowledge, our ordering is the rst to
operate on arbitrary higher-order terms, therefore applying to the other kind
of rewriting, based on plain pattern matching and having -reduction as an
additional rule. On the other hand, a very simple modi cation of the ordering
can be used to prove strong normalization of higher-order rewrite rules operating
on terms in -long -normal forms, and indeed we show that this is true for any
well-founded higher-order rewrite ordering containing -reductions.
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The -calculus (cf. [1]) re ects in its choice of operators and rules the calculus of categorical combinators (cf. [3]). The main innovation of the -calculus is the division of terms in two
sorts: sort term and sort substitution. se departs from this style of explicit substitutions in two
ways. First, it keeps the classical and unique sort term of the -calculus. Second, it does not use some
of the categorical operators, especially those which are not present in the classical -calculus. The
se introduces two new operators which re ect the substitution and updating that are present in the
meta-language of the -calculus, and so it can be said to be closer to the -calculus from an intuitive
point of view, rather than a categorical one.
The se -calculus, like the -calculus, simulates -reduction, is con uent (on open terms1 ) [9] and does
not preserve PSN [6]. However, although strong normalisation (SN) of the -calculus (the substitution
calculus associated with the -calculus) has been established, it is still unkown whether strong normalisation of the se -calculus (the substitution calculus associated with the se -calculus) holds. Only
weak normalisation of the se -calculus is known so far. This note, is a discussion of the status of strong
normalisation of the se -calculus. Basically we show that the set of rules se is the union of two disjoint
sets of rules A and B which are both SN but this does not lead us anywhere as commutation does not
hold and hence modularity cannot be used to obtain SN of se . In addition, the distribution elimination [13] and recursive path ordering methods are not applicable and we remain unsure whether se is
actually SN or not.
Abstract.

Strong normalisation of subcalculi of se
The last 15 years have seen an explosion in explicit substitution calculi (see [10] for a survey). As far as we
know, almost all of them satisfy the property that the underlying calculus of substitutions terminate. For
the se -calculus [9], this property remains unsolved. This paper is to pose this problem in the hope that it
can generate interest as a termination problem which at least for curiosity, needs to be settled. The answer
can go either way. On the one hand, although the  -calculus does not have PSN, the  -calculus itself is
SN. On the other hand, could the loss of PSN in the se -calculus be due to the non-SN of the se -calculus?
Are there termination techniques that we still have not explored and that could help us settle this problem?
We would like to nd out.
Let us summarize rst the main problems that we face when trying to establish SN for se .
Problem 1: Unable to use recursive path ordering By taking a quick look at the se -rules (see De nition 22), it becomes obvious that the unfriendly rules, with respect to SN, are  - -transition and to a lesser
extent '- -transition. These rules prevent us from establishing an order on the set of operators in order to
solve the normalisation problem with a recursive path ordering.
Problem 2: Unable to use Zantema's distribution elimination lemma The se -rules \look like"
associative rules but unfortunately they are not; e.g. in  - -transition one could think of the  j -operator
distributing over the  i -operator, but it is not a \true" distribution:  j changes to  j +1 when acting on
the rst term and to  j i+1 when acting on the second. This prevents us from using Zantema's distribution
elimination method [13] to obtain SN.
?
1

This work was carried out under EPSRC grants GR/K25014, GR/L15685 and GR/L36963.
The se -calculus is con uent on the whole set of open terms whereas  is con uent on the open terms without
metavariables of sort substitution as is shown in [12].
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Problem 3: Unable to use modularity Another technique to show SN is modularity, i.e. establish SN for

certain subcalculi and afterwards prove that these subcalculi satisfy a commutation property to conclude SN
for the whole calculus. At the end of this note we will come back to this point and show that the necessary
commutation results do not hold.
Let us say here that, even if  - -transition seems responsible for the diÆculties in establishing SN,
Zantema succeded in establishing that the  - -transition scheme on its own is SN (personal communication
cited in [9]). Here we shall go a step further: we shall prove that  - -tr.+'- -tr. is SN and also that the
calculus obtained with the rest of the rules is SN as well.
In this note we shall frequently use the following nomenclature:

De nition 1 We de ne the following sets of rules:
' = f-'-tr.1; -'-tr.2; '-'-tr.1; '-'-tr.2g,
 = f--tr.; '--tr.g;
' = f-'-tr.1; '-'-tr.2g, ' = f-'-tr.2; '-'-tr.1g.

Note that se = (s + ') +  . We shall prove in this note that both calculi generated by the set of rules
s + ' (Theorem 4) and  (Theorem 11) are SN. Unfortunately, these calculi do not possess the property
of commutation needed to ensure that their union se is SN (see Example 14).
It is not diÆcult to prove that s + ' is SN by giving a weight that decreases through reduction. We
begin by de ning two weight functions we will need for the nal weight:

De nition 2 Let P : sop ! IN and W : sop ! IN be de ned inductively by:

P (X ) = P (n) = 2
P (a b) = P (a) + P (b)
P (a) = P (a)
P (a j b) = j  P (a)  P (b)
P ('ik a) = (k + 1)  (P (a) + 1)
Lemma 3 For a; b 2 sop the following hold:
1. If a !s+' b then W (a)  W (b).
2. If a !s+' b then W (a) > W (b).
3. If a !' b then P (a) > P (b).
Proof: By induction on a: if the reduction is
checked for each rule.

W (X ) = W (n) = 1
W (a b) = W (a) + W (b) + 1
W (a) = W (a) + 1
W (a j b) = 2  W (a)  (W (b) + 1)
W ('ik a) = 2  W (a)

internal, the IH applies; otherwise, the theorem must be



An immediate consequence of the previous lemma is:

Theorem 4 The s + '-calculus is SN.
The previous lemma ensures that the ordinal (W (a); P (a)) decreases with the lexicographical order
for each s + '-reduction.

Proof:

Now, to prove SN for  we are going to use the isomorphism presented in the appendix and the technique
that Zantema used to prove SN for the calculus whose only rule is  - -transition (cf. [9]). Following this
isomorphism, the schemes  - -tr. and '- -tr. of se both translate into the same scheme of !e , namely
-=-transition of De nition 28.
Zantema uses the following lemma (cf. [11]):

Lemma 5 Any reduction relation ! on a set T satisfying 1,2, and 3 is strongly normalising:
1. ! is weakly normalising.
2. ! is locally con uent.
3. ! is increasing, i.e., 9 a function f : T ! IN where a ! b ) f (a) < f (b).
We use the previous lemma to prove that the calculus whose only rule is  -=-transition, let us call it  -

=-calculus, is strongly normalising. For the -= calculus, 2 follows from a simple critical pair analysis
and 3 can be easily established by choosing f (a) to be the size of a. To show weak normalisation of the
-= calculus the technique used by Zantema (cf. [9]) can be adapted here:

Is the se-calculus strongly normalising?

3

De nition 6 We say that c 2 !t is an external normal form if c = a[s1 ]i1    [sn ]in where a 6= c[d=]k and
if sk = bk = then ik > ik+1 . We denote the set of external normal forms ENF .

Lemma 7 Let c = a[s1 ]i1    [sn ]in 2 ENF and let in  in+1 and sn = bn = then there exists a -=-derivation
c !+ a[t1 ]j1    [tn+1 ]jn+1 2 ENF such that jn+1 = in and for every r with 1  r  n + 1 we have either
tr = sk for some k  n + 1 or tr = (ap [sn+1 ])= for some sp = ap = with 1  p  n.


Lemma 8 Let c = a[s1 ]i1    [sn ]in such that a 6= c[d=]k . There exists a -=-derivation c !
! a[t1 ]j1    [tn ]jn 2
ENF such that for every r with 1  r  n + 1 we have either tr = sk for some k  n or tr =
(apr 1 [spr 2 ]k2    [spr n ]kn )= with 1  pr 1      pr n  n and with some sp = apr 1 = (1  p  n).
Proof: By induction on n, using the previous lemma.

Proof:

By induction on n.

Lemma 9 The -=-calculus is weakly normalising.
Suppose there is a term c not having a normal form for which every term smaller (in size) than
admits a normal form. Let c = a[s1 ]i1    [sn ]in such that a 6= c[d=]k . Applying Lemma 8, we get c !
! a[t1 ]j1    [tn ]jn 2 ENF . Note that a; t1 ;    tn are all smaller than c and hence admit a normal form.
Now replacing each of them by its normal form in a[t1 ]j1    [tn ]jn we have a normal form for c which is a
contradiction.

Proof:

c

Therefore we can nally apply Lemma 5 to conclude:

Theorem 10 The -=-calculus is strongly normalising on !t .
Now, using the isomorphism, since, as we mentioned before, both rule schemes in
single  -= rule scheme, we have:

 translate into the

Theorem 11 The -calculus is strongly normalising.

Now that s + ' and  have been proved SN the question arises whether the whole system can be proved
SN using a modularity result. The answer is negative for the classical modularity theorem of BachmairDershowitz, which we recall here:

De nition 12 A rewrite relation R commutes over S if whenever a
derivation a !R d !R[S c.

!S b !R c, there is an alternative

Theorem 13 (Bachmair-Dershowitz-85) Let R commute over S . The combined system R [ S is SN i
R and S both are SN.
The following example shows that no commutation is possible between
Bachmair-Dershowitz's Theorem cannot be applied to get SN for se .

s + '

and



and therefore the

Example 14 Now, here is an example which shows that  does not commute over s + ': Let k + i  j ,
h  j i + 1 and h > k + 1. Let us consider the following derivation:
('i (a  h b))  j c !' 'i ((a  h b)  j i+1 c) !  tr 'i ((a  j i+2 c)  h (b  j i h+2 c))
k

k

k

But it is easy to see that ('ik (a h b)) j c does not contain any -redex.
On the other hand, s + ' does not commute over  either: Let i  j and let us consider the following
derivation:
((a)  i b)  j c) !  tr ((a)  j +1 c)  i (b  j i+1 c) !s ((a  j +2 c))  i (b  j i+1 c)

But reducing the only s-redex in ((a) i b) j c) we get ((a i+1 b)) j c which also has a unique s-redex.
Reducing it we get ((a i+1 b) j+1 c) and now there is only the --transition redex, whose reduction gives
us ((a j+2 c)i+1 (b j i+1 c)) which has no further redexes. Therefore, ((a j+2 c)) i (b j i+1 c) cannot be
reached from ((a) i b) i c) with an se -derivation beginning with an s-step.
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On termination of OBJ programs?
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Eager rewriting-based languages such as Lisp, OBJ*, CafeOBJ, ELAN, or Maude use innermost
rewriting to evaluate initial expressions. A frequent problem here is nontermination. Syntactic
annotations (i.e., associated to the arguments of symbols) have been used in OBJ2 [FGJM85],
OBJ3 [GWMFJ00], CafeOBJ [FN97], or Maude [CELM96] as replacement restrictions to (hopefully) avoid nontermination. Within the program text, they are speci ed as sequences of integers
in parentheses called local strategies. For instance, the following OBJ3 program:
obj EXAMPLE is
sorts Sort .
op 0 : -> Sort .
op s : Nat -> Sort .
op cons : Sort Sort -> Sort [strat: (1 0)] .
op from : Sort -> Sort .
op sel : Sort Sort -> Sort .
var X Y L : Sort .
eq sel(s(X),cons(Y,L)) = sel(X,L) .
eq sel(0,cons(X,L)) = X .
eq from(X) = cons(X,from(s(X)) .
endo

speci es a explicit local strategy for the list constructor cons. Symbols with no explicit strategy
obtain a default strategy which is associated by the system (see [GWMFJ00]).
Local strategies serve to completely guide the evaluation strategy of OBJ programs1: when
considering a function call f (t1 ; : : :; tk ), only the arguments whose indices are present as positive
integers in the list associated to the local strategy of f are evaluated (following the ordering
which has been speci ed in the list). If an index 0 is found, then the reduction of the external
function call is attempted. Negative indices indicate that the corresponding argument is to be
evaluated `on-demand', where a `demand' is an attempt to match a pattern to the term that
occurs in such an argument position [GWMFJ00,OF00].
According to this, the second argument of the list constructor cons will never be evaluated
within a call to cons. The presence of such `true' replacement restrictions is often invoked
to justify that, even though the underlying execution mechanism is innermost rewriting, OBJ
programs are able to achieve a lazy behavior thus avoiding nontermination [GWMFJ00]. For
instance, with our OBJ3 program, the evaluation of sel(s(s(0)),from(0)) should produce
s(s(0)), even though the `in nite list' from(0) is a part of the expression. The question is: can
we (maybe automatically) ensure this? i.e., will the evaluation terminate? Unfortunately, no
formal analysis about how a particular choice of replacement restrictions modify termination
of OBJ (like) programs is available.
Term rewriting systems (TRSs) provide a suitable computational model for programs written in more sophisticated programming languages. Syntactic replacement restrictions can be
associated to symbols f of a signature  by means of a replacement map  :  ! P (N) [Luc98]
that discriminates the argument positions (f )  f1; : : :; ar(f )g on which we can perform
replacements. For instance, the previous OBJ3 program can be associated to TRS
?
1

This work has been partially supported by CICYT TIC 98-0445-C03-01.
As in [GWMFJ00], by OBJ we mean OBJ2, OBJ3, or CafeOBJ.

! sel(x,l)
!x
! x:from(s(x))
and replacement map  given by (:) = f1g and (f ) = f1; : : :; ar(f )g for all other symbol f .
sel(s(x),y:l)
sel(0,x:l)
from(x)

Negative integers in local strategies (allowed in OBJ3 or CafeOBJ programs) can be managed
using an additional replacement map D containing their absolute values. Context-sensitive
rewriting (CSR ) [Luc98] and lazy (graph) rewriting (LR ) [FKW00,KW95] provide operational
models for using replacement restrictions speci ed by a single replacement map . We de ne
on-demand rewriting (using two replacement maps  and D ) as a generalization of LR that also
includes CSR . Termination of CSR has been studied in some extent in [GM99,Luc96,Zan97].
We connect termination of on-demand rewriting (ODR ) and termination of CSR .
Semantics of OBJ programs is usually given as a recursive evaluation function eval (mapping
terms into their computed values, if any) rather than specifying the concrete rewrite steps
leading to computed values (see [OF00]). Expressing OBJ computations as rewritings enables the
use of the theory of Term Rewriting to analyze termination. We show that CSR and ODR can
be used to model computations of OBJ programs thus giving a tool for analyzing termination.
For instance, by using the results of [Zan97], we can show that context-sensitive reductions with
the previous TRS under the replacement map  are terminating. Thus, our OBJ3 program is
terminating.
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Lazy languages admit giving in nite values as the meaning of expressions. In nite values are limits of converging in nite sequences of partially de ned values which are more and more de ned.
This can be formalized by using strongly convergent in nitary rewrite sequences [KKSV95].
These are Cauchy convergent rewrite sequences in which redexes are (ultimately) contracted
deeper and deeper. We only consider sequences of length at most ! issued from nite terms.
The existence of a strongly convergent rewrite sequence leading from a term to another is
undecidable. However, we have the following.

Theorem 1. Let be a con uent, left-linear, right ground TRS over a nite signature, t
( ), and  be a constructor (possibly in nite) term. It is decidable whether t reduces to  .
R

2

T

A TRS is top-terminating if no in nitary reduction sequence performs in nitely many rewrites
at  [DKP91]. A TRS is strongly convergent if all in nitary reductions in are strongly
convergent [GOV99]. Giesl et al. showed that dependency pairs [AG00] can be used for proving
strong convergency of TRSs (without collapsing rules) [GOV99]. Kennaway et al. remarked
that top-termination also ensures strong convergence of TRSs; this was implicit in the proof of
Proposition 5.1 in [DKP91]. In fact, both notions coincide.
R

R

Theorem 2. A TRS is top-terminating if and only if is strongly convergent.
A TRS is in nitary normalizing if every ( nite) term t admits a strongly convergent sequence
starting from t and ending into a normal form (i.e., a term without redexes). In nitary normalizing TRSs can be thought of as playing the role of normalizing TRSs in the in nitary setting,
i.e., ensuring that every term has a meaning. The following fact easily follows from1 [DKP91].

Theorem 3. Every left-linear, top-terminating TRS is in nitary normalizing.

In nitary normalizing TRSs do not need to be top-terminating: Consider the TRS :
R

f(a)

!

f(f(a))

It is not dicult to see that
f(a)

!

f(f(a))

!

f(a)

R

!

a

is in nitary normalizing; however, the in nite rewrite sequence

f(a)

! 

performs in nitely many reductions at the top position.
We show that it is possible to prove top-termination of a left-linear TRS by proving
termination of the canonical context-sensitive rewrite relation associated to . In contextsensitive rewriting [Luc98], we (only) rewrite subterms at replacing arguments; a replacement
R

R

?
1

This work has been partially supported by CICYT TIC 98-0445-C03-01.
But note that the notion of in nitary normal form used in [DKP91] (a term t such that t = t
whenever t ! t ) di ers from the usual one.

0

0

map  :  ! P (N) discriminates the argument positions (f )  f1; : : :; ar(f )g, on which we
can perform replacements. This is extended to positions of terms inductively. If the context-

sensitive rewrite relation associated to a TRS and a replacement map  is terminating, we
say that is -terminating. A replacement map  is more restrictive than  , written  
if f ; (f )  (f );  given by  (f ) = 1; : : :; ar(f ) for all f  is the less restrictive
map, imposing no restriction. Given a TRS , its canonical replacement map can is the most
restrictive replacement map that permits replacements at every non-variable position of the
lhs's of . We have the following.
R

0

R

8

2



0

>

f

>

g

v

0

2

R

R

R

Theorem 4. If a left-linear TRS is can-terminating, then is top-terminating.
Strongly convergent TRSs do not need to be can-terminating: Consider the TRS :
R

R

R

R

R

f(a)

!

f(f(a))

It is not dicult to see that is strongly convergent. However, it is not can -terminating, since
can =  and is not terminating.
Since  -terminating TRSs are also -terminating whenever   (see [Luc96]), Theorem 4
can trivially be extended to replacement maps  such that can . However, Theorem 4 does
not necessarily hold if can : consider our rst example; if (f) = ?, then is -terminating
but it is not top-terminating. In this way, -termination criteria [GM99,Luc96,SX98,Zan97] can
also be used for proving in nitary normalization. The advantage w.r.t. [GOV99] is that we can
use available software and techniques for proving termination by just pre-processing the original
TRS by using the transformations of [GM99,Luc96,SX98,Zan97].
R

R

R

R

>

0

v

R

R
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0

v

R
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Approximating Dependency Graphs
using Tree Automata Techniques
| Extended Abstract |
Aart Middeldorp? and Seitaro Yuuki

1

Dependency Pairs

This paper is concerned with the dependency pair method of Arts and Giesl [1],
a powerful and automatable method for proving termination of rewrite systems. In this method a rewrite system is transformed into a set of ordering
constraints such that termination of the rewrite system is equivalent to the
solvability of the constraints. The generated constraints are typically solved by
standard techniques (polynomial interpretations, path orders), even when these
techniques are not applicable to the original rewrite system.
The ordering constraints in the dependency pair method are generated by
analyzing the cycles in the dependency graph. This graph summarizes the relationships between the dependency pairs of the rewrite system. More precisely,
there is an arrow from s ! t to u ! v in the dependency graph if some instance
of t rewrites to some instance of u. Since this is undecidable in general, the
dependency graph has to be estimated by a decidable approximation. Arts and
Giesl [1] proposed a simple algorithm for this purpose.

De nition 1. Let R be a TRS. The nodes of the estimated dependency graph
EDG(R) are the dependency pairs of R and there is an arrow from s ! t to u !
v if and only if REN(CAP(t)) and u are uni able. Here CAP replaces outermost
subterms with a de ned root symbol by fresh variables and REN replaces all
variables by fresh variables.

Example 1. For the TRS R consisting of the two rewrite rules

f (a; b; x)
a

!
!

f (x; x; x)
c

there is one dependency pair F(a; b; x) ! F(x; x; x) (). Since F(a; b; x) uni es
with REN(CAP(F(x; x; x))) = F(x1 ; x2 ; x3 ), EDG(R) consists of the cycle (G ) .
This gives rise to the following ordering constraints:

F(a; b; x) > F(x; x; x)

f (a; b; x) % f (x; x; x)

a % c

with > a well-founded order and % a weakly monotonic quasi-order compatible
with > (i.e., %  >  > or >  %  >) such that both > and % are closed under
?

Institute of Information Sciences and Electronics, University of Tsukuba, Tsukuba
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substitutions. Since the rst ordering constraint is not satis ed by any standard
order used for proving termination, an automatic termination proof will fail.
Note however that the cycle does not exist in the real dependency graph DG(R)
as no instance of F(x; x; x) rewrites to an instance of F(a; b; x).
The approximation of Arts and Giesl often results in an unnecessarily large
graph and hence a large number of constraints. Sometimes, as in the above
example, this causes the failure of the termination proof. Our aim is to show
that by using tree automata techniques we obtain a much better estimation of
the dependency graph.

2

Tree Automata Techniques

Our approach is based on the following two ingredients:
1. The powerful framework of Durand and Middeldorp [2] for the study of decidable call-by-need computations in orthogonal term rewriting. This framework is parameterized by so-called approximation mappings. An approximation mapping abstracts from parts of the terms in the rewrite rules such
that the set of terms that rewrite to a term in an arbitrary regular tree
language is regular.
2. The folklore result that it is decidable whether the set of ground instances
of an arbitrary term intersects with a regular tree language. This result is
well-known for linear terms but it also holds for non-linear terms.
A set of ground terms is said to be regular if it is accepted by a ( nite bottomup) tree automaton. We write  (t) for the set of ground instances of the term
t. If R is a TRS over a signature F and L  T (F ) then (!R )[L] denotes the
set of all terms s 2 T (F ) such that s !R t for some term t 2 L.

De nition 2. An approximation mapping is a mapping from TRSs to TRSs

with the property that !R  ! (R) for every TRS R. In the following we write
R
instead of (R). We say that is regularity preserving if (!R )[L] is
regular for all TRSs R and regular L.
In this extended abstract we consider only the approximation mapping nv of
Oyamaguchi. Let R be a TRS. The nv approximation Rnv is obtained from R
by replacing all occurrences of variables in the rewrite rules by fresh variables.
It is well-known that nv is regularity preserving.

De nition 3. Let

R be a TRS and
an approximation mapping. The nodes
of the -approximated dependency graph DG (R) are the dependency pairs of
R and there is an arrow from s ! t to u ! v if and only if both  (t) \
(!R )[ (REN(u))] 6= ? and  (u) \ (!(R 1 ) )[ (REN(t))] 6= ?.

Lemma 1. Let R be a TRS and

an approximation mapping.

1. If is regularity preserving then DG (R) is computable.
2. DG(R)  DG (R).

3

Comparison

In this section we compare our nv-approximated dependency graph with the
estimated dependency graph of Arts and Giesl and the approximation of the
dependency graph de ned by Kusakari and Toyama [5].

Theorem 1. DGnv (R)  EDG(R) for every TRS R.
The reverse does not hold. Consider the TRS
consists of the two rules

R

of Example 1. The TRS

Rnv

f (a; b; x) ! f (x1 ; x2 ; x3 )
a ! c
and we clearly have  (REN(F(a; b; x))) = fF(a; b; t) j t 2 T (F )g. The only term
that rewrites in Rnv to a (b) is a (b) itself and hence (!Rnv )[ (REN(F(a; b; x)))]
= fF(a; b; t) j t 2 T (F )g. Because no instance of F(x; x; x) belongs to this set,
DGnv (R) contains no arrow. Therefore R is trivially terminating.

The TRS R is interesting because it is not DP quasi-simply terminating.
The class of DP quasi-simply terminating TRSs was introduced by Giesl and
Ohlebusch [4] and supposed to \capture all TRSs where an automated termination proof using dependency pairs is potentially feasible". We note that the
various re nements of the dependency pair method (narrowing, rewriting, instantiation; see Giesl and Arts [3]) are not applicable and moreover that proving
innermost termination (which is easy with the standard dependency pair technique) is insuÆcient for termination as R does not belong to a known class for
which termination and innermost termination coincide.
Kusakari and Toyama [5] de ned a rather complicated approximation of the
dependency graph based on the concepts of ! -reduction and -reduction. It can
be shown that the approximated dependency graph of Kusakari and Toyama and
the estimated dependency graph of Arts and Giesl are incomparable in general
(contradicting the remark in [5] that their algorithm is more powerful than the
one of Arts and Giesl). It can also be shown that our nv-approximated dependency graph is always a subgraph and often a proper subgraph of Kusakari and
Toyama's approximated dependency graph. In particular, their approximation
is of no help for proving termination of the TRS of Example 1.
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Zantema [Zan95] devised the method of semantic labeling in which a given term rewriting system (F ; R) is transformed into a labeled TRS (Flab; Rlab ) by labeling the function
symbols. The labeling is always based on a quasi-model of R and it turns out that R is
terminating if and only if Rlab is terminating. Semantic labeling is an interesting technique for proving termination because termination of Rlab is often much easier to prove
than termination of R; for example, a recursive path ordering might be applicable to Rlab
but not to R. The main result in [Zan95] reads as follows.

Theorem 1.1 A TRS (F ; R) is terminating if and only if there exists a non-empty quasimodel (M; %) of (F ; R) and a labeling (L; lab) for M such that the TRS (Flab; Rlab [
dec(Flab)) is terminating, where
dec(Flab) =

[

f 2F

(n)

;n2N

ffa(x ; : : : ; xn) ! fb(x ; : : : ; xn) j a >f bg:
1

1

However, Zantema [Zan95] remarks that \the technique of semantic labelling is hard
to automate". In contrast to that, the dependency pair method of Arts and Giesl [AG00,
AG98] can be automated. This fact constitutes the main advantage of the dependency pair
method over semantic labeling. In the dependency pair approach a set IN of inequalities,
each of the form s  t or s > t, is generated and the existence of a quasi-ordering %
satisfying these inequalities is sucient for showing termination. More precisely, Arts and
Giesl [AG98] showed the following theorem (note that here we use the stable-strict ordering
corresponding to a quasi-ordering instead of its strict part; see [GO00]).

Theorem 1.2 A TRS R is terminating if and only if for each cycle P in the estimated
dependency graph EDG(R) of R, there is an argument ltering system (AFS) A and a
quasi-reduction ordering % on T (F 0; V ) such that
 l #A % r #A for all rules l ! r from R,
 s #A % t #A for all dependency pairs hs; ti from P ,
1

 s #A  t #A for at least one dependency pair hs; ti from P ,
where F 0 consists of all function symbols occurring in the inequalities.
The dependency pair method and semantic labeling can quite naturally be combined
as we will show. We consider only nite TRSs over nite signatures and assume that every
signature as well as every algebra is non-empty. Given a TRS R, we apply the dependency
pair method in order to show termination. Suppose for a cycle P in EDG(R) we have
found an AFS A and a well-founded weakly monotone F -algebra (M; %) such that
 l #A %M r #A for all rules l ! r from R,
 s #A %M t #A for all dependency pairs hs; ti from P ,
but there is no dependency pair hs; ti in P with s #A M t #A (if there were a dependency pair hs; ti 2 P with s #A M t #A , then %M would be a quasi-reduction ordering
satisfying the inequalities and we are done). Since we work with the stable-strict relation
corresponding to %M , this means that for every dependency pair hs; ti 2 P there is a
ground substitution  : V ! T (F ) with [t #A ]M % [s #A ]M. Therefore, we have to
take care of all assignments  : V ! M with []M(s #A )  []M (t #A), where  denotes
the equivalence relation on M induced by %. In this situation we try to use semantic
labeling w.r.t. the labeling induced by the quasi-model (M; %). So in contrast to Theorem
1.1, (M; %) is assumed to be well-founded. Moreover, since the quasi-model is xed, the
method is amenable to automation.
De nition 1.3 A weakly monotone F -algebra (M; %) is a quasi-model of a set of inequalities IN if s %M t for every s > t and every s  t in IN.
Given a quasi-model (M; %), we label the function symbols as follows. For every
f 2 F n , choose either Lf = M= or Lf = ;. That is, function symbols are labeled by
equivalence classes from M=. More precisely, in case Lf 6= ;, de ne labf (m ; : : : ; mn) =
m, where m denotes the equivalence class of fM(m ; : : : ; mn). Thus, for every assignment
 : V ! M , the mapping lab : T (F ; V ) ! T (Flab; V ) is de ned as
8t
if t 2 V ;
<
lab (t) = : f (lab (t ); : : : ; lab (tn )) if t = f (t ; : : : ; tn) and Lf = ;;
fm(lab (t ); : : : ; lab (tn)) if t = f (t ; : : : ; tn) and Lf 6= ;;
where m denotes the equivalence class of []M(t).
Our main result is the following theorem.
Theorem 1.4 Let IN be a set of inequalities of the form s > t or s  t, where s; t 2
T (F ; V ). There exists a quasi-reduction ordering on T (F ; V ) satisfying the inequalities in
IN if and only if there is a well-founded quasi-model (M; %) of IN, and a quasi-reduction
ordering %lab on T (Flab; V ) satisfying the inequalities in INlab, where
INlab = flab (s) > lab (t) j s > t 2 IN;  : V ! M; []M(s)  []M(t)g
[ flab (s)  lab (t) j s  t 2 IN;  : V ! M; []M(s)  []M(t)g
( )

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

Corollary 1.5 A TRS R is terminating if and only if for each cycle P in the estimated
dependency graph of R there is an AFS A and a well-founded weakly monotone F 0-algebra
(M; %) satisfying
 l #A %M r #A for all rules l ! r from R,
 s #A %M t #A for all dependency pairs hs; ti from P ,
where F 0 consists of all function symbols occurring in the inequalities, and a quasi-reduction
0 ; V ) satisfying
ordering %lab on T (Flab
 lab (l #A ) %lab lab (r #A) for every rule l ! r 2 R and every assignment  : V ! M
with []M(l #A)  []M(r #A ),
 lab (s #A ) %lab lab (t #A) for every dependency pair hs; ti from P and every assignment  : V ! M with []M(s #A)  []M(t #A),
 lab (s #A ) lab lab (t #A) for at least one dependency pair hs; ti from P and every
assignment  : V ! M with []M(s #A)  []M(t #A).
Proof: Direct consequence of Theorems 1.2 and 1.4.
By means of the preceding corollary, we are able to show termination of the TRS
f ((x); y) ! (f (x; g(1; f (y; 2))))
f (g(x; y); z) ! g(f (x; z); f (y; z))
f ((x); y) ! f (x; (c(y)))
f (x; c(y)) ! f (c(x); y)
which contains the rst two rules of the system  and two new rules. The system 
describes the process of substitution in combinatory categorical logic; cf. [Zan95].
0

0
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Introduction

One way to investigate a problem is to look for small instances that are hard.
The goal is to bound the hardness of the instance by a function of its size. (The
existence of) such a function gives information on the problem's (decidability
and) complexity. We apply this idea to the Post Correspondence Problem (PCP)
[Pos46]. This resembles the hunt for Busy Beaver Turing machines [Mar00].
A PCP instance is a nite list [(u1 ; v1 ); : : : (un ; vn )] of pairs of words ui ; vi 2  
that determines two morphisms ; :  !   with  = f1; : : : ; ng by (i) =
ui resp. (i) = vi . A solution of an instance is a member of the equality set
E (; ) = fw j w 2 + ; (w) = (w)g: It is well known that it is undecidable
whether a PCP instance has a solution.
The size of an instance is the number of its pairs (i. e. jj). We call PCP(n) the
set of all instances of size n. It is known that solvability of PCP(7) is undecidable
[MS96], while PCP(2) is decidable [EKR82]. We focus on PCP(3).
The width of an instance is the maximal length of a word maxi2 fjui j; jvi jg. We
call PCP(n; w) the set of all instances of size n and width w. We want to know,
for xed n = 3, how the maximal length of a minimal solution grows with w;
with the aim of collecting information on the decidability of PCP(3).
In this note, we show some of the current record holding instances, then we
describe a family of instances that seems to contain a lot of hard ones, and
nally we discuss growth rates.
While we could not determine the status of PCP(3) so far, we think that our work
nicely demonstrates techniques from combinatorics of words, (string) rewriting,
and termination, applied to an interesting problem that is accessible to students,
and thus can be used in teaching. In fact Stamer's implementation of the search
algorithms started from a programming assignment.
Details will be elaborated in Schmidt's forthcoming diploma thesis, and an accompanying technical report. This abstract just collects results and conjectures.

?
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2

PCP(3) record holders

When looking for solutions of (randomly generated) instances, it is important to
prune unsuccessful branches of the search tree, and to reject unsolvable instances
early, without wasting too much time.
Moreover, note that it is not enough to nd (or guess) and then verify a solution,
since we also have to check that the solution has minimal length.
Some applicable techniques are explained (independently) in [Lor00], and we
implemented some extensions. We found these PCP(3) instances of seemingly
maximal hardness (the rst one already is in [Lor00]):



0 1 001
instance
001 0 1
length of min. sol.
75



1 10 1101
0 1011 1
132



01000 0 100
0 01001 0010
182



The current list of record holders is maintained at our web site
http://www.informatik.uni-leipzig.de/~pcp/. We welcome any addition,
correction, or independent veri cation of entries of this list. Moreover, if you
visit our web site, you can play an online PCP puzzle game. Each day, a fresh
(semi-hard) PCP instance is generated automatically.
3

Morphic PCPs

We noticedthat alot of the hard instances seem to follow the simple pattern
M (u; v) = v0 10 u1 , where v starts with 0, and u ends with 1. (For the record
PCP(3,3) (see above), we even have u = v.)
We call these morphic instances, because if we only use the rst two pairs, we
obtain the in nite word that is the limit of the morphism 0 7! v; 1 7! 0. We get
a (di erent) in nite word by using the last two pairs only, from the morphism
0 7! 1; 1 7! u~. The question is how these words \meet".
A special case are Fibonacci instances F (u) = M (u; 01), so named because the
rst two pairs give the in nite Fibonacci word f = 01001010010 : : :.
It is clear that for F (u) to be solvable, u must be a factor of f that ends with 1.
Is this condition also sucient for solvability? We could verify this for juj  6,
and some larger ones, and found rather hard instances among them. The table
lists the lengths of the minimal solutions:
u 1 01 001 101 0101 1001 00101 01001 001001 100101 101001 0100101 0101001
l 1 3 30 44 6 78 8 80 120 36 108
55
22
Solvability of F (1001001) is open.

4

Growth rates


n
As noted in [Lor00], the instance family 0n01 100 with minimal solutions
An B n achieves the fastest known growth (of the length of a minimal solution,
seen as a function of the instance width) among PCP(2). Still there does not
seem to be a simple proof for this | such a proof would imply a simple proof
of decidability of PCP(2).
 n n 
0 0 1 0 , with
For PCP(3) families, we can achieve quadratic growth, by 00
1 0
2 n
n
minimal solution A BC . A more non{obvious,
but still only quadratic be2n 0 1 
01
1
haviour is exhibited by 1 10 1010 , for suitable values of n:
n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
l 4 10 32 22 84 170 240 46 208 522 128 280 760
Interestingly, the proof requires some number theory: the length of the solution
depends on the number of incongruent values of 2k modulo 2n , 1.
So far, we did not nd larger growth for PCP(3) families (neither polynomials
of higher degree, nor exponentials). This gives hope for decidability . . .
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Numerical computations form an essential part of almost any real-world program. Clearly, in order for a termination analyser to be of practical use it should
contain a mechanism for inferring termination of such computations. However,
this topic attracted less attention of the research community. In works of Dershowitz et al. [5] and Ruggieri [9] such termination analysis techniques were
presented. In [8] a termination inference technique for constraints logic programming was suggested.
The study of termination for constraint logic programs [9] provide the necessary theoretical results and imply the equivalence of a variant of acceptability [1]
and termination. Unfortunately, this work does not provide a methodology for
actual proving termination or inferring conditions that imply it. Alternatively,
Mesnard [8] provides techniques for inferring termination conditions, but does
not consider inherently non well-founded CLP-domains.
In this paper we present a termination inference technique for numerical loops
based on the well-known constraints based approach [4], further extending [3],
and on the adornments technique [6, 7]. We restrict our interest only to integer
loops, since termination of real number computations is often implementation
dependent (see [5]).
Example 1.

( )
( )

p X

X >

p X

X >

0
5

;X

5 1
;X

is X

+1 ( )
;p X

This example illustrates two possible sources of termination. First, if no rule is
applicable for some query (e.g. ?, (,1)), and second, if some rules are applicable,
but the execution terminates(e.g. ?, (3) or ?, (7)). We distinguish between
these cases and infer termination conditions separately.
A condition ensuring termination in the rst case is de ned syntactically,
based on the constraints appearing in rules bodies.
One of the major diculties while analysing termination in the second case
is de ning correct level-mappings. On the one hand, level-mappings should map
atoms to natural numbers. On the other hand, level-mappings should re ect
the possibly negative numeric values of integer arguments. This contradiction is
solved by step-by-step inference of bounded integer arguments and re ning the
de nition of the level-mapping.
p

p

p

Each time a new de nition of the level-mapping is suggested acceptability
decreases are constructed as in [4]. Then, the system of constraints is solved
and it either provides some constraints on integer variables, that are assumed to
hold, and, thus, extends a set of bounded variables on which level-mapping can
be based, or de nes a level-mapping completely, thus, proving termination. The
termination condition in the latter case is constructed from all the constraints
on integer arguments assumed so far.
The presented technique is robust enough to analyse correctly examples such
as sqrt [9], between and range [10], towers of Hanoi [2], Hilbert and Sierpinski
curves [11], bad loops [5] or belonging to programming classics factorial, gcd and
bonacci.
Finally, as future work we consider implementing the methodology and estimating its power by benchmarking.
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The term meta-programming refers to the ability of writing programs that
have other programs as data and exploit their semantics [1]. The choice of logic programming as a basis for meta-programming o ers a number of practical
and theoretical advantages. One of them is the possibility of tackling critical
foundation problems of meta-programming within a framework with a strong
theoretical basis. Another is the surprising ease of programming. These reasons
motivated an intensive research on meta-programming inside the logic programming community [1, 8, 10, 11]. See also [6] for a survey.
On the other hand, termination analysis is one of the most intensive research
areas in logic programming as well. See [3] for the survey. More recent work on
this topic can be found among others in [4, 5, 7, 9, 12, 14{16].
Traditionally, termination analysis of logic programs have been done either
by the \transformational" approach or by the \direct" one. A transformational
approach rst transforms the logic program into an \equivalent" term-rewrite
system (or, in some cases, into an equivalent functional program). Here, equivalence means that, at the very least, the termination of the term-rewrite system
should imply the termination of the logic program, for some prede ned collection of queries1 . Direct approaches do not include such a transformation, but
prove the termination directly on the basis of the logic program. In [13] we
have developed an approach that provides the best of both worlds: a means to
incorporate into \direct" approaches the generality of general term-orderings.
As we show in this paper, the suggested technique is very useful for proving termination of di erent meta-interpreters together with di erent classes of
object programs. Our research has been motivated by the famous \vanilla" metainterpreter, undoubtly belonging to logic programming classics.
Example 1.
solve( )
solve((Atom Atoms)) solve(Atom) solve(Atoms)
solve(Head) clause(Head Body) solve(Body)
true :

;

;

;

;

:

:

Termination of this meta-interpreter, presented in Example 1, have been
studied by Pedreschi and Ruggieri. They proved, that it improves termination
1

The approach of Arts [2] is exceptional in the sense that the termination of the logic
program is concluded from a weaker property of single-redex normalisation of the
term-rewrite system.

(Corollary 40, [11]). However, we can claim more|\vanilla" not just improves
termination, but preserves it.
In order for meta-interpreters to be useful in applications they should be
able to cope with a reacher language than the \vanilla" meta-interpreter, including, for example, negation. Moreover, typical applications of meta-interpreters,
such as debuggers, will also require producing some additional output or performing some additional tasks during the execution, such as constructing proof
trees or cutting \unlikely" branches for uncertainty reasoner with cuto . These
extensions can and usually will in uence termination properties of the metainterpreter.
By extending the suggested technique [13] to normal programs, we are able to
perform the correct analysis of a number of possible extended meta-interpreters,
performing tasks as described above. We identify most popular classes of metainterpreters, such as extended meta-interpreters [10], and using this extended
technique prove that termination is usually improved. We also state some more
generic conditions implying preservation of termination. Moreover, the same
extension of the technique allows us to perform termination analysis of Situation
Calculus applications.
Finally, we state yet other meta-interpreters for which performing termination analysis would be an interesting issue for further research.
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Self-stabilization is a powerful property of a distributed algorithm: a self-stabilizing distributed algorithm is guaranteed to reach a pre-defined set of so-called legitimate states in
finite time, regardless it its initial system state. Once in a legitimate state, a self-stabilizing
distributed algorithm does not voluntarily leave the set of legitimate states. Only in case of
faults, leading to a perturbation of the system state, the algorithm may switch to a so-called
illegitimate state.1 Being in an illegitimate state, the algorithm re-enters a legitimate state
as soon as new faults cease to appear and errors in the system state as well as failed components have been corrected or repaired. Thus, self-stabilizing distributed algorithms tolerate
– although in a non-masking manner – any number and distribution of transient faults [3].
Furthermore, self-stabilizing distributed algorithms do not need to be correctly initialized,
since an arbitrary, improper initialization corresponds to an illegitimate state. From there,
as described above, the algorithm will autonomously converge to a legitimate state. Due to
these advantages, self-stabilizing distributed algorithms are subject to excessive research
focusing on design as well as verification techniques.
The verification of a self-stabilizing distributed algorithm is generally done in two steps.
In one step, convergence into the set of legitimate state in finite time must be shown. In
another step, the closure of the set of legitimate states must be proven. Whereas proving
closure is easy, proving convergence is much more challenging. In fact, proving convergence is an instance of proving termination, since for any self-stabilizing algorithm A an
alternative algorithm B can be given that repeatedly executes A’s program actions in a loop
while a certain state predicate P is false. This state predicate evaluates to true if and only
if the current state of the system is identical to a legitimate state. Consequently, through
B’s termination proof follows A’s convergence proof and vice versa. Thus, all methods for
proving termination and convergence that exist in self-stabilization and termination literature can be applied. However, the existing methods all boil down to a well-foundedness
argument: One has to devise a system state function mapping the system state into a domain for which a total order among the entities can be given and where a smallest domain
element with respect to the total ordering exists. Building on this function, the proof must
show that while the system performs subsequent state transitions, the function value decreases with respect to the total ordering. This guarantees that after a finite number of
state transitions the function value is minimal. If the corresponding system state is a legitimate state then convergence has been proven. Although it is obvious how to perform
a convergence proof using such a termination function (which is called convergence function in self-stabilization literature), it is be no means easy to devise such a function since
1A

system state is either a legitimate state or an illegitimate state.
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it somehow captures “the very essence of convergence” of the algorithm. Techniques to
systematically identify those functions are therefore highly looked for.
Self-stabilizing algorithms exhibit certain analogies with stable feedback systems used
in electrical and mechanical engineering. In contrast to self-stabilizing algorithms which
present a relatively young area of research in computer science, feedback systems research
dates back for more than a century. Not surprisingly, feedback system theory offers a
variety of methods for reasoning about system stability. The basic idea of our research is
to investigate to what extend feedback system theory can be used for reasoning about the
self-stabilization property of algorithms.
As a first result, we could identify a system model for so-called discrete-time non-linear
dynamic variable structure feedback systems [5] that allows the modeling of self-stabilizing
algorithms in terms of feedback system terminology. This system model can be seen as
connector of two research areas: it bridges the gap between self-stabilizing algorithms and
feedback systems. As a consequence, based on the model, a powerful criterion of control
theory, known as Ljapunov’s “Second Method” [1, 2] can directly be adopted for reasoning
about system stability and, thus, for the reasoning about the self-stabilization property of
a modeled algorithm. If a so-called Ljapunov equation for a given system can be solved
then a convergence function (called Ljapunov function) is guaranteed to exists and is identified in the course of the calculation. Unfortunately, the Ljapunov equation cannot always
straightforwardly be solved,2 but it does simplify convergence function identification for
many self-stabilizing algorithms. For instance, for self-stabilizing algorithms that can be
modeled as linear time-discrete dynamic dynamic feedback systems (with and without
variable structure), a standard starting point always solves the Ljapunov equation leading to an identification of a suitable Ljapunov function. But even in the non-linear case,
Ljapunov theory offers many good starting points for solving the Ljapunov equation or for
direct identification of a Ljapunov function.
Interestingly, it turned out that the transfer function approach (presented at WST’99,
see [4] for details) seamlessly fits into our new approach: through the system model and
Ljapunov theory we are now able to identify a termination function solely based on a given
transfer function.
In the talk, we would like to present the control-theoretic approach for identifying termination functions as sketched in this abstract. We plan to illustrate the usefulness of the
approach through a sample algorithm whose convergence property is to be proven. We will
show how to model the algorithm as an instance of the system model and how to systematically identify a suitable Ljapunov function. Finally, we would like to elaborate on the
potentials and limitations of the presented technique.
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In order to provide a structural and hierarchical approach of TRS and to run termination
proofs incrementally, we introduce notions of rewriting modules and relative dependency
pairs built upon these modules.

(

)

Definition 1. Let R1 be a TRS over F1 . A module extending R1 is a couple F2 j R2 such
that: F1 \ F2 ;; R2 is a TRS over F1 [ F2 ; for each l ! r 2 R2 ,  l 2 F2 .
System R1 [ R2 over F1 [ F2 is then a hierarchical extension of system R1 F1 by
module F2 j R2 .

=

(

()

)

(

)
(

( )

Definition 2. Let F2 j R2 be a module hierarchically extending a TRS R1 . For each rule
l ! r 2 R2 , a pair hl; r0 i where r0 is a subterm of r such that  r0 2 F2 is called a
dependency pair of module F2 j R2 .
The set of dependency pairs of all rules of a module M is denoted DP M .

( )

)

( )

( )
= ( ) ; ( )
Theorem 1. Let R1 (F1 ) be a TRS and let (F2 j R2 ) be a module extending R1 . If R1 is C"
terminating and if there is no infinite dependency chain of (F2 j R2 ) over R1 [ R2 , then
Dependency pairs of F j R are then given relatively to F only.
Important results concerning C" termination (that is termination stable under addition
of  fG x; y ! x G x; y ! y g) [2–4] can be expressed in that framework.

R1 [ R2 is strongly normalizing.

Theorem 2. Let R1 (F1 ) be a TRS, let (F2 j R2 ) and (F3 j R3 ) be two modules extending
R1 with F2 \ F3 = ;.
If R1 [ R2 C" terminates and if there is no infinite dependency chain of (F3 j R3 ) over
R1 [ R3 [ , then R1 [ R2 [ R3 C" terminates.

(

)

Note that R2 does not interfere with the premise over F3 j R3 .
Both theorems can be turn into effective new incremental methods for termination proof.
Since they are well suited for automation, we propose an implementation of modular criteria
inside system CiME2 [1]. Termination proofs can now be performed automatically (for both
ordering search and modular strategy) in an incremental fashion as illustrated by example
below.

Example Let us build a system supposed to compute logarithms of numbers in binary notation. What we need is firstly a basic binary representation of numbers that is:

F# f# : constant;1; 0 : postfix unaryg
R# f#0 ! #
We then need some arithmetic functions over those numbers, at least addition in

(F+ j R+):

F+ f8+ : binaryg
# + x ! x;
< x + # ! x;
R+ : x0 + y0 ! (x + y)0;
x0 + y1 ! (x + y)1;
x1 + y0 ! (x + y)1;
x1 + y1 ! (x + (y + #1))0:
Termination of R# [ R+ is proven using relative dependency pairs and polynomial interpretation.

8
hx0 + y0; x + yi
>
>
> hx0 + y1; x + yi
>
<

9
>
>
>
>
=

[[#]] = 0
[[0]](x) = [ x] + 1
[[1]](x) = [ x] + 1
[[+]](x; y) = [ x] + [ y]]

((F+ j R+)) : > hx1 + y0; x + yi
>
>
>
>
hx1 + y1; y + #1i
>
>
>
:
hx1 + y1; x + (y + #1)i ;
Since DP((F+ j R+ )) strictly decreases and R# [ R+ [  weakly decreases, there is no
infinite chain of (F+ j R+ ) over R# [ R+ [  .
We need also substraction, providing thus another module (F j R ):
F f8 : binaryg
# x ! #;
< x # ! x;
R : x0 y0 ! (x y)0;
x0 y1 ! ((x y) #1)1;
x1 y0 ! (x y)1;
x1 y1 ! (x y)0:
Termination proof of (F j R ) extending R# is performed using same interpretation for
#, 0 and 1, and taking [[ ]](x; y) = [ x]]. From theorem 2, R# [ R+ [ R C" terminates.
DP

We shall use Boolean operations (R: ), and then comparisons over integers (presented
by R# ) thus extending both R: and R# :

Fge f8ge : binaryg

ge (x0; y 0) ! ge (x; y )
>
F: 8
ftrue ; false : constants ; : : unary ; if : ternaryg >
>
>
ge (x0; y 1) ! :ge (y; x)
>
>
true )
!
false
:
(
>
>
>
>
<
< ge (x1; y0) ! ge (x; y)
) ! true
R: > :if ((false
ge (x1; y 1) ! ge (x; y )
R
ge
true ; x; y ) ! x
>
>
>
ge (x; #) ! true
:
>
>
>
if (false ; x; y ) ! y
>
>
>
: ge (#; x0) ! ge (#; x)
ge (#; x1) ! false
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(F: j R:) has no DP. For polynomial interpretation
[ #]] = 0;
]( [ 0]x) = [ x] + 1;
]( [ 1]x) = [ x] + 1;
[ false ] = 0;
[ :] (x) = 0;
[ true ] = 0;
[ if ] (x;y;z ) = [ y] + [ z] ; [ ge ] (x;y ) = [ x] + [ y] ;
dependency pairs of (Fge j Rge ) strictly decrease while rules of R# [ R: [ Rge weakly

decrease. We may then apply Theorem 2 and conclude that R# [ R+ [ R [ R: [ Rge is
C" terminating.
Now we can consider firstly FLog j RLog and then FLog j RLog extending it and
computing logarithms.

(

0

0

)

(

)

FLog f8Log0 : unaryg
FLog fLog : unaryg
< Log0 (#) ! #
RLog : Log0 (x1) ! Log0 (x) + # 1
RLog Log(x) ! Log0 (x) #1
Log0 (x0) ! if (ge (x; #1); Log0 (x) + # 1; #)
0

0





hLog0 (x1); Log0(x)i
DP((FLog j RLog )):
hLog0 (x0); Log0(x)i
For the polynomial interpretation used for R# [ R+ extended with
[ :] (x) = 0;
[ true ] = 0;
[ false ] = 0;
0

0

[ ge ] (x) = 0; [ if ] (x;y;z ) = [y] + [ z] ; [ Log0 ] (x) = [ x] ;
dependency pairs of (FLog j RLog ) stricly decrease while rules of R = R# [ R+ [ R: [
Rge [ RLog weakly decrease, thus R C" terminates. Finally, Module (FLog j RLog ) extending (FLog j RLog ) and (F j R ) has no dependency pair so no chain exists.
0

0

0

0

0

We can then conclude that R# [ R+ [ R
normalizing.

[ R: [ Rge [ RLog [ RLog is C" strongly
0
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In this work, we argue that the use of termination conditions as unfolding criteria
is insuÆcient to obtain adequate specialisation of logic programs. We describe how a bindingtime analysis for logic programs that allows more liberal unfoldings can be obtained by
altering termination analysis in such a way that it proves termination at specialisation-time
rather than at run-time.
Abstract.

1

Introduction and Motivation

Partial evaluation is a well-studied source-to-source transformation, capable of specialising a program P with respect to a part s of its input. The result is a program Ps that computes, when
provided with the remaining part d of the input, the same result as the original program P on the
complete input s + d. The general e ect of partial evaluation is that the computations performed
by a program are staged: some (ideally all) operations in P that depend only on s are performed
by the specialiser; the remaining computations (those depending on d) by the residual program
Ps . Partial evaluation can be used to speed up the computation of a program, in particular when
the program must be run a number of times while part of its input (the part denoted by s) remains
constant. Indeed, using partial evaluation, the latter computations must be performed only once
to construct Ps , which can then be run any number of times with di erent inputs d1 ; : : : ; dn .
The heart of any partial evaluator is an evaluation mechanism for the language under consideration. In a logic programming setting, \evaluation" of a program corresponds to building an
SLD-tree for a program/query pair hP; Qi. If the program terminates, the corresponding SLD-tree
is nite. In this setting, partially available input corresponds to a query Q that is less instantiated than Q. Due to the nature of logic programming, the program could, in principle, simply be
evaluated with respect to Q . Most likely, however, the SLD-tree built for hP; Q i will be in nite.
Indeed, if the control ow is determined by a value that is unknown in hP; Q i, SLD-derivations
of in nite length may be created resulting in a non-terminating specialisation process. Instead of
building such a possibly in nite SLD-tree, a partial evaluator for logic programs builds a nite
number of nite SLD-trees that together cover the complete computation for hP; Q i [5]. The resulting SLD-trees are partial, in the sense that, while building the SLD-tree, the partial evaluator
unfolds some predicate calls whereas it does not unfold others. The predicate calls that are not
unfolded are said to be residualised { they will appear as code in the residual program.
Most work on partial evaluation in logic programming concentrates on the so-called on-line approach to partial evaluation [4]: during the construction of a partial SLD-tree, the partial evaluator
selects each call occurring in an SLD-derivation and decides whether or not to unfold it; usually
basing its decision on the structure of the SLD-tree built so far. In the o -line approach on the
other hand, the program is rst analysed by a so-called binding-time analysis (BTA). Binding-time
analysis is a global analysis that takes a program and (an abstraction of) the query and generates
an annotated version of the original program, in which every predicate call is accompanied by an
instruction stating whether or not instances of this call must be unfolded. The actual specialiser
builds the partial SLD-trees simply by following the instructions generated by BTA.
In general, on-line systems tend to achieve better specialisation results, since they consider
each call occurring in an SLD-derivation in isolation. This di ers from the o -line approach, in
0

0

0

0

0

which a control decision is associated to a syntactic occurrence of a call in the program, based on
an abstraction of the concrete input. O -line systems, however, also o er a number of advantages
over on-line systems. First, the separation of the process in a binding-time analysis followed by a
specialisation phase makes the process conceptually easier to reason about, and results in a fairly
simple (and eÆcient!) specialiser from which the burden of continuously monitoring the evaluation
process has been removed. Also, the analysis output can be represented by annotations on the
original source program, and provide as such excellent feedback to the user providing clues to
why an optimisation was (not) performed. In spite of these advantages and the extensive work
on o -line partial evaluation in other paradigms, only few e orts have been made to construct an
o -line partial evaluation system for logic programming [1].
The basic task of binding-time analysis is to mark as much predicate calls as possible unfoldable
in the program while guaranteeing that building a partial SLD-tree by following the annotations is
a terminating process. Termination of the process is guaranteed if only calls that are guaranteed to
terminate are marked unfoldable. This is basically the approach taken in [1]: termination analysis
(either by hand, or by an automatic system) is used to derive conditions { expressed in terms of
availability of a predicate's arguments { under which a call to the particular predicate is guaranteed
to terminate. Next, the program is analysed by a classical groundness analysis [6], the results
of which (expressing what arguments in a predicate call are available) are combined with the
termination conditions to settle the unfolding conditions during analysis. However, appealing as
the approach may seem, the use of run-time termination of a call as an unfold condition imposes
considerable restrictions on the unfolding possibilities. The fact that a call is marked unfoldable
only in case it terminates under normal evaluation implies that only calls that can completely be
unfolded to true or fail are unfolded. In other words, a specialiser relying on the result of such a
binding-time analysis is restricted to building complete SLD-trees, rather than partial SLD-trees.
We illustrate this limitation with the following example.

Example 1. Consider the meta interpreter depicted in the left-hand side of Fig. 1. The interpreter

has two predicates implementing the classical member/2 and append/3 predicates as object program. Suppose we want to annotate this program with respect to the query solve([mem(X,Xs)]).
Meta interpreter

Specialised meta interpreter

solve([]).
solve([mem(X,Xs)]):- solve atom(mem(X,Xs)).
solve([A|Gs]):- solve atom(A), solve(Gs).
solve atom(mem(X,Xs)):solve atom(A):- cl(A,Body), solve(Body).
solve atom(app(A,[X| ], Xs)).
cl(mem(X,Xs), [app( ,[X| ], Xs)]).
cl(app([],L,L), []).
cl(app([X|Xs],Y,[Z|Zs]),[app(Xs,Y,Zs)]).
Fig. 1.

solve atom(app([],[X|B],[X|B])).
solve atom(app([E|Es],[X|B],[Z|Zs])):solve atom(app(Es, [X|B], Zs)).

Vanilla meta interpreter

Using termination as a criterium for unfolding results in no calls to solve/1 at all being marked
unfoldable, and practically no specialisation would be obtained. Indeed, all calls to solve/1 arising during unfolding would be of the form solve([mem(X,Xs)]) or solve([app(A,[X| ],Xs)]),
none of which is terminating.
2

From Termination Analysis to Binding-time Analysis

In this work, we devise a binding-time analysis that allows more liberal unfoldings than those
based on termination conditions tout-court. The general idea is to construct step-wise an annotated
version of the program and to use termination analysis to prove that building a partial SLD-tree
for an initial goal with respect to the annotated program under construction (as opposed to the
2

original program) terminates. Hence, the process of building a partial SLD-tree according to the
annotations terminates.

Example 2. Reconsider the vanilla interpreter from Example 1. Intuitively, from a specialisation

point of view, we can see that it is perfectly safe to unfold all calls to the solve/1 predicate as long
as the intermediate calls to solve atom/1 are residualised. The idea is that the solve/1 predicate
in a sense only performs the parsing of an object goal (deconstructing a list of atoms), which is
terminating in Example 1. Thus, residualising the calls to solve atom/1 and unfolding the others
results in the specialised program depicted in the right-hand side of Fig. 1 which corresponds,
modulo a standard structure ltering transformation [3] with the standard de nitions for the
append/3 and member/2 predicates. Hence, all meta interpretation overhead has been removed.
In order to construct such a binding-time analysis, the key observation is the following: the
termination behaviour of building a partial SLD-tree for a query Q with respect to an annotated
program Pann is equivalent with the termination behaviour of building a complete SLD-tree for
a program that is derived from P by removing those calls that are annotated to residualise in
Pann , keeping only those that are annotated unfoldable in Pann . Our binding-time analysis then
proceeds as follows: Assume we have to annotate a program P with respect to an initial query Q.
If termination of Q with respect to P can be proven by an automatic termination analysis, all calls
in P can safely be annotated unfoldable. As a result, every call occurring during specialisation of
Q will be unfolded, and specialisation of Q boils down to plain evaluation of Q in P (constructing
a complete SLD-tree for hP; Qi). If, on the other hand, termination of Q can not be proven, due to
the presense of a \suspect" call in P , a new program is derived from P by deleting the particular
call from P . Once more, termination analysis is performed on the transformed program, and the
process is repeated until enough calls are removed from the program such that it terminates.
Deleting a call from the program corresponds with marking the particular call to residualise in
the annotated program: the call under consideration is not unfolded, and no bindings are created
by it.
Such a binding-time analysis can easily be implemented starting from a termination analysis
that is capable of identifying \problematic" calls, i.e. those calls due to which the analysis was
unable to prove termination of a goal. An example of such a termination analysis is [2]. The
analysis constructs a nite approximation of the binary unfoldings semantics of the program
under consideration. The binary unfoldings semantics of a program consists of a set of binary
clauses that relates the head atom with a particular body atom of one of the program's clauses.
To prove termination of a query Q with respect to a program P , it suÆces to show [2] that a
particular condition holds on (some of) the binary clauses constructed by the termination analysis.
If the condition does not hold on a particular binary clause, its single body atom identi es the
problematic call in the original program.
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Abstract
In this survey talk we start with recalling some celebrated combinatorial independence results. These include Friedman's miniaturization of the
well-foundedness of "0 , Friedman's miniaturization of Kruskal's theorem
(KT) and Kirby's and Paris' results on Goodstein sequences and Hydra
battles. We then give a mathematical classi cation of these principles in
terms of growth rate conditions using recursion theory and methods from
analytic combinatorics, a eld which is familiar in computer science from
the average case analysis of algorithms.
We relate Otter's tree constant 2.95576... to Friedman's miniaturization of KT and obtain the following re nement [to appear in JSL] of
a result by Loebl and Matousek. Let be Otter's tree constant and
c := log21( ) . Then for any rational number r > c the following assertion
is true but independent of rst order Peano arithmetic: For any natural
number K there exists a natural number M so large that for any sequence T0 ; : : : ; TM of nite trees satisfying that the number of nodes in
Ti is bounded by K + r  log2 (i + 1) for i = 0; : : : ; M we nd indices i and
j less than or equal to M such that i < j and Ti is homeomorphically
embeddable into Tj .
This result is rather sharp since for r < c the corresponding assertion
can be proved within primitive recursive arithmetic.
Friedman's miniaturization of the well-foundedness for "0 and iterated
! -powers !h is classi ed similarly with an application of the saddle point
method. Using a result from random walk theory we give a classi cation
of Friedman's miniaturization of KT for binary trees. Using related techniques we also obtain complete classi cation results for Hydra battles and
Goodstein sequences. These investigations lead to new Goodstein style sequences for which termination is independent. We further characterize the
derivation lengths for the nitary Ackermann functions using Brigham's
theorem from analytic number theory (joint work with I. Lepper).

